Summary Notes of Jan 24, 2020 Meeting
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The Learning Hub for Changemakers
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OVERVIEW
This document captures highlights of the discussions and key points made at the
meeting held at IIMB on Jan 24th, 2020 to discuss the way forward for capacity
building at scale for all players working in the social impact space. It was also the
curtain raiser of Visaaara - the proposed learning hub for Changemakers. The meeting
was hosted by IIMB in partnership with Phicus Social Solutions and the steadfast
support of Dr. Reddy's Foundation. It was attended by leaders from across corporates,
civil society, government and academia.

PARTICIPANTS
Pritha Dutt – Empower Foundation; Vandana Viswanathan – CoCoon Consulting;
Priyanka Majumdar – Taplow Consulting; Shamik Trehan – Dr. Reddy’s Foundation;
Priyaka Nagpal Dhingra - A.T.E. Chandra Foundation; Bijith Roy – Population
Foundation of India; Sarah Alexander – Selco Foundation; Prashanth – Selco
Foundation; Usha Ganesan – IIMB, Digital Learning Initiative, IIMBX Program; Viyaya
Tripathi – IIMBX Team; Dipesh Sutaria – Enable India; Shivani Gupta – Dasra; Vedant
Ojha – Assistant Director – Ministry of Corporate Affairs; Anita & Arpitha – Sattva
Consulting; Samit Aich – S3IDF; Anil Suraj –IIMB; Venky Pankajakesam – NSRCEL IIMB;
Shanti Raghavan – Enable India; Sourav Mukherjee – IIMB; Ashok Pamidi – NASSCOM
Foundation; Suresh Krishna – Yunus Social Business Fund; Srivardhini Jha – IIMB; Priya
– Ncore; Chandrashekahar – Dream a Dream; Sharad Heda – Microland; Ravi
Sreedharan – ISDM; Kannan Gopalakrishnan; Richa Govil – Azim Premiji University;
Asha Shivashankar – CCGC-IIMB; Vinay Prashant – Social Arts Organization; Monica
Simha – CCGC-IIMB; Prabitha – CCGC-IIMB; Sriram – Center for Public Policy, IIMB;
Shraddha – NSRCEL IIMB-Social; Aparna – NSRCEL-Social; Girish – Digital Learning
Program IIMB; Aman Govanai – Doctoral Student, IIMB; Ramesh Dharmaji – Global
Alliance for Mass Entrepreneurship (GAME); Shalini – Quest Alliance; Sylvia – Quest
Alliance; Sunita – Quest Alliance; Puja Marwah – CRY; Deepak Jain – Wipro Foundation;
Vasanthi Srinivasan – IIMB; Vandana Nadig Nair – Phicus; Shilpa Diwakar – Phicus;
Pavithra Gaikwad – Phicus; Anita Bhat – Phicus; Poulomi Pal – Phicus
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KEY SESSIONS
Introductions and Welcome address were delivered by Prof Anil Suraj of the CCGC
(Center for Corporate Governance and Citizenship) and the Director of IIMB, Prof.
Raghuram
The meeting was opened with Prof Vasanthi and Dr. Vandana sharing an overview of
Aritra, its genesis, its reach and impact
Responses to a survey conducted with 74 organizations and 84 respondents was
also shared, which shed light on different capacity building needs across various
stakeholders
Finally, an overview was provided of Visaara - the learning hub for changemakers
This was followed by comments / Q&A / ideas from the participants

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THE ARITRA JOURNEY
Over the last 5 years of the Aritra journey, following have been some key take-aways,
that have led to bringing Visaara to the impact ecosystem.
Capacity building is a crying need across all actors in the impact ecosystem
Aritra itself has required multiple partners to come together, despite their respective
organizational constraints
This working together with several partners over the last 5 years has helped
understand SDG 17 – Partnerships for Collaboration and Change
Given the scale and depth of social issues in the country, there is a firm belief that if
all parts of the social impact ecosystem were to collaborate and come together, it is
possible to create a solution to impact capacity building at scale
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REACTIONS / THOUGHTS / IDEAS
TABLED BY THE GROUP ON VISAARA
THEME 1: CAPACITY BUILDING FOR THE IMPACT SPACE

Traditionally this sector has tried to solve long term issues with short term funding.
This has to be addressed
We need to understand there is a blind spot. Organizations themselves don’t know
what they need. A collaborative group like this can create a new normative that is
different from the techno-managerial; how can we be more humane in how we do
things and build capacity
One of the biggest things in this sector is the motivations that drive people is very
different. There is sometimes a tendency to use ‘corporate’ methods in an NGO. A
‘humane’ approach is very important
As a funder, we have seen a huge delta in the trajectory of organization because we
funded organization capacity. We realize that as funders, we are the only ones doing
this. Our learning is that we need to take more funders along the same journey
While there is a need, how do we respond to the need and what can the power of
the collaborative bring to respond to capacity building?
The impact of the sector on the communities is critical – we need to look at the
capacities of the communities themselves. Their involvement for themselves and by
them is important. Hope we are not expecting a trickle-down effect on the
community through others who work for and with them
Not everybody can build expertise in all areas. Can we think of a shared service
concept that can take away non-core; in the domain area, how can we help design
for less at scale
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THEME 2: FOCUS AREAS FOR CAPACITY BUILDING

Leadership development and capacity building is very critical and recognized
needs. However limited funding support is made available for it - How does one
therefore solve this paradox? How can all of us think about this and explore ways
forward?
Big challenge is the domain or function – how do you help in M&E, impact
measurement, funding if outcomes are not measurable. Can the solution (Visaara)
also bring in functional knowledge. This will add tremendous value
There are people who are experts. Can we create a set of experts whose expertise
can be drawn upon by individuals and organizations?
What are the challenges in partnerships? Inter-organizational partnerships are a
challenge for us. How can we build collaborative partnerships in a competitive
environment? Everybody is vying for the same pot. How can we solve this? Visaara
may be a solution in that direction
How do we build capacities to not exist? How do we build sustainability? Key areas
of capacity in our mind are - there is the ‘self’, ‘working with differences’, need a
design thinker to draw deep insights,‘domain’ knowledge and ecosystem resources
are critical in specific situations; at the organization level – understanding mental
models and archetypes, program strategy etc.
THEME 3: VISAARA CONTENT

It will be important for Visaara to consider the key components versus the methods
through which the solution will be delivered. Content that helps people make
decisions back at work will be critical. In pursuance of the SDGs it will be important
to frame the hypotheses that the solution will lead to, towards their achievement
Visaara will have to strike a balance between the richness and reach concepts –
retaining quality while achieving quantity and numbers
How can we help leaders make decisions on capacity building? Today, leaders don’t
see these necessarily as important
In order to accelerate learning for all, especially those who are remote and nonEnglish, multi-lingual capability of the hub will be critical
Visaara will be successful when all its components work in tandem – blended
learning journey, online content, Visaara connect, research and convenings
As we build this out, the journeys are important. How can we focus on user journeys,
how do other organizations in the ecosystem get engaged?
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THEME 4: CAPACITY BUILDING AT SCALE

When we look at capacity building at scale, it’s not about taking Aritra to scale. What
does capacity building at scale really mean needs to be defined. Methods are there digital, blended etc. which are easier. Given where we are in the social context, what
is the narrative that this program wants to influence in the development landscape.
Capacity building at scale is about differentiation – it’s not about everything for
everybody. It’s really about the framework and therefore the domains; build some
stickiness for some domains and some kinds of work which can significantly move
the needle. Prioritize what and for whom and then overlay it with the methods
When pilots are taken to scale, one will need to consider some of these:
Managing the basics - Design thinking has to help achieve scale, defining the
impact, what is the cost at scale needs to be considered
Organizations are good at taking 40 to 400, but to 4000 and 40000, this needs reorganization, highest levels of adaptability. How do you adapt to reach scale?
India is very diverse – how do you work with the government to achieve scale?
Suggestion to think about ‘building an ecosystem to build capacity at scale’, not just
‘building capacity at scale’. When the ecosystem is focused upon, then we can start
considering everybody – funders, research etc. How can IIMB, a premier
management institute also play a role in defining an ecosystem for capacity building
for the impact sector on par with what is does for the ‘for-profit’ sector
Simplicity is what will help achieve scale
The solution will have to consider the following – economies of scale, be inclusive in
terms of geography, language, methodology, non-smart phone based etc. It may be
useful to start with non-tech-based methods and then move to tech based. Important
to capture insights and trends as you move along in the journey, bring in the human
centered thinking; Gamification may be very exciting to make content engaging; use
world café formats to share best practice that people can go back and apply; can we
look at work shadow opportunities
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THEME 5: ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY

The sector and its organizations are too small to create corporate-like leadership
academies. So the sector needs a solution to address it leadership needs, given the
limitations and constraints - how can we leverage digital opportunities that are
available today? How can we deliver what the end user is looking for? If we are able
to leverage technology and deliver high quality, demand driven capability, some of
the funding paradoxes can be overcome
Online learning seems to be most beneficial in more skill/task-oriented aspects. It
may not lead to building leaders like what Aritra has been able to build
Learning through MOOCs has been very powerful because of the anonymity it lends
to the learner, who otherwise would not open up in an in-person format of learning
Our learning is that technology can bring about social change and learning

THEME 6: VISAARA AUDIENCE

There are several needs of organizations in the sector. We would need to define
the target market and different capacities for different audiences. At scale these
could be very different. Agree that collaboration is required but it is very difficult. It’s
very important to have a north star to guide all the stakeholders; something that will
hold everybody together. It will also be important to take the government along
Is there space for grassroot level organizations here? One of the things that came up
was about shared services for grassroot level organizations for accounts,
administration areas. NGOs struggle to find organizations to support them in remote
areas - Odisha, Jharkhand. Wondering if the hub can help and support here. Can we
look at local organizations to follow through on Regional chapters? The online
training, I somehow don’t see the grassroot level organizations using this
Include government and funders on this hub as well – how can we change the way
both of Them think? Short term courses for both could help arrive at common
solutions
It will be important to decide who comes onto the platform first. How would it be
differentiated and better?
It will be important to ensure people know how to use the hub; they are motivated;
building uptake and traction will become important
We might want to look at staging this over a period of time so we can get in more
users accordingly
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THEME 7: PARTNERSHIPS FOR VISAARA

Our learning at NASSCOM through running a blended program (online and offline)
has been very high. It’s been a great success. And therefore, we would be very keen
to partner to share our learnings and also open our partnership with 10000 NGOs to
leverage this solution
How can capacity builders come together to discuss how to build capacity in an
open and non-hesitant manner – like ILSS, ISDM. All do similar kind of work – why
not meet and discuss how can capacity be built?
The hub must make sure that the space does not become competitive; it must
harbor collaboration – make it fun and not competitive

THEME 8: OTHER IMPORTANT POINTS MADE

When enterprises are going for disruptions, don’t see NGOs far behind. How do we
disrupt the social ecosystem, so that it grows and sustains
This is a hub and it has come together nicely. We should believe in this idea and go
ahead. We will learn as we go. Sometimes we get too caught up with details. We
should believe in this idea and power through. We should figure out how to do this
together. We should make this the hub or platform for the sector and pool in all our
resources. Two suggestions – this should not be an India story alone. Lots to learn
from the global scenario and how can we make it global. The second is, while you
get a lot of people who will put stuff there, the backend framework is really
important. Machine learning, artificial intelligence, big data, there is huge potential to
use that and squeeze out the best. Let’s get the best minds to work on this
As the hub opens up and offers more, it has to have value for both individuals and
organizations. You have to mend the short term to get to the long term and at each
step, we need to be adding value and adding components or elements so that the
whole becomes important. As it grows bigger and bigger, don’t make it difficult to
find what one needs out there. It is already there, the universe exits, we are trying to
create a system that is more efficient than what is out there. We shouldn’t become
part of that problem

For additional information, please get in touch with
Pavithra Gaikwad at pavithra@phicus.org

